
Mission, Operations, and Impact

The Sewanee Emergency Room in Franklin County, TN is being over utilized due to unmet

community health needs in Grundy County. Specifically, patients are seeking emergency room treatment

for ambulatory care-sensitive conditions which are defined as conditions that can be treated or maintained

with proper clinical care within medical clinics or primary care offices. A major reason individuals are

seeking emergency room treatment in Sewanee is due to the poor job that the current health system and

Federally Qualified Health Center (FQHC) in Grundy County is doing to utilize its resources.  For

example, there is not adequate outreach to the community that informs residents of the services and

resources that the current FQHC provides. Furthermore, due to its location in Palmer, TN it is not optimal

for some county residents to travel to the current FQHC when they can easily travel to the emergency

room in Sewanee instead. Concern is that the current FQHC is not properly utilizing millions of dollars in

funds and is not putting the health of Grundy County’s residents first.

Through the Sewanee DataLab, our goal is to gather concrete evidence regarding the

aforementioned misuse of the emergency services utilization in Grundy County. It is necessary to define

what ambulatory care-sensitive conditions are in the context of their use at the Sewanee emergency room

and measure the extent at which the emergency room is being used for medical conditions that are

ambulatory sensitive. Utilizing the data that the DataLab gathers, we hope to increase the standard of

health care within Grundy County and the surrounding counties — including Franklin and Marion.

Community partner’s need

Our partner’s need is to organize and analyze the Tennessee Department of Health’s discharge

data in order to if patients are misusing the Sewanee emergency room and to quantify how many are

through zip codes and counties. This will prove that the surrounding community is not receiving adequate

medical care and may provide a push to open a new FQHC in Grundy County.

Proposed DataLab project

The proposed DataLab project is an interactive dashboard that allows the user to quantify the

number of corresponding ICD-10 codes for ambulatory care-sensitive conditions to see whether or not



there is a gross misuse of the emergency room in Sewanee. It should be easily accessed and easily

understood that the surrounding healthcare is insufficient leading to this misallocation of resources. The

data should be viewable by different years and zip codes to see when and where the problem is most

severe.

Project’s potential impact

This project will directly impact Sewanee and the counties surrounding it as the data can be used

in order to advocate for a partnership with the Cherokee Regional Health Organization and encourage the

opening of a new clinic in Grundy County, which is in dire need of accessible and affordable healthcare. 

Data availability and logistics of acquisition

The data has been purchased from the Tennessee Department of Health and will be available

when the internship begins.

Pre-mortem analysis

Possible complications in this project could include the data not providing the specific information

the client requested (such as zip codes), difficulty transforming the discharge data into a readable

dashboard, or insufficient conclusions that may not indicate whether the emergency room is being

misused or if a second FQHC is necessary.

History of communications with the partner

The South Cumberland Community Health Fund is the client and the liaison between DataLab

and this group is Dr. James Peterman. He is readily accessible to discuss logistics of the project both in

person and over email and we have met several times to discuss their needs.

Next step in solidifying this partnership

The next steps would involve asking the Health Fund if they are willing to fund an intern for this

summer’s DataLab.



Appendix

James Peterman: jfpeterm@sewanee.edu


